Fully automated digital bath filler

bathomatic lowers the motorised plug and fills the bath to predetermined depth and temperature adding the desired essential oils and bubble bath, preventing flooding and scalding, whilst saving energy and water.

The filling process is microprocessor-controlled and the pre-set temperature and depth are always achieved, regardless of temperature and pressure fluctuations of the incoming water.
Luxurious and environmentally friendly

bothomatic eco incorporates an in-line heater, which maintains the water at a constant temperature for any length of time, even hours, without letting water out; bothomatic eco ultima can add fragrances or bubble bath to the water.

The easy-to-use touch-screen user interface has a minimalist, white or black all-glass fascia suitable for installations in steam environments. Customised fascias are available to suit any bathroom scheme. It measures only 87 mm x 87 mm (3,3/8” x 3,3/8”).

Temperature and depth control

The water in the bath is monitored in the patented waste assembly, which is equipped with depth and temperature sensors.

Regardless of the filling method, bothomatic knows how much water is in the bath and how warm it is at any given time.

Easy to install and set up

bothomatic can be added to any bath including spa and whirlpool models, as well as retro-fitted, by any qualified and competent plumber. The system requires only electrical power and hot and cold water supplies.

The range includes a waste assembly with filler option, which is particularly suitable for retro-fit or minimalist applications. It is also perfect for situations where manual control over bath filling is preferred. Here, bothomatic can be set to ensure the bath does not overfill.

Fragrance

Intensify the bathing experience, by acting on the senses right through to the subconscious. The fragrance module adds specially formulated high concentration bath perfume during the bath filling process to enhance a preset or a particular scenario.

Treats body and soul from a selection of twelve carefully chosen herbs and essential oils suitable for aromatherapy treatment.

Automation system or PC control

bothomatic comes with range of interfaces with the added convenience of being controllable from any location via a LAN through a PC or any automation system via RS232.

Automation system modules and sample interfaces are available in addition to PDA and PC applications.
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